Estimated skin dose look-up tables and their effect on dose awareness in the fluoroscopy-guided imaging suite.
The displayed air kerma during a fluoroscopy-guided procedure often does not represent the entrance skin dose. The purpose of this work is to develop a system-specific air kerma-to-entrance skin dose look-up table (LUT) for immediate reference and to evaluate its clinical utility. Physicists are often involved in retrospective dosimetry and risk estimates. Conservative dosimetry conversion factors, represented by the total conversion factor, prospectively estimate the maximum potential skin dose from the displayed air kerma. Air kerma-to-skin dose LUTs with corresponding tissue reactions and approximate time-of-onset can be posted for reference. By developing skin dose LUTs, physicians can actively evaluate during the procedure the potential for deterministic skin reactions. System user surveys evaluated the impact of LUTs on dose awareness. The range of the total conversion factor to the displayed air kerma for the nine systems evaluated was 0.8-1.6 for frontal x-ray tubes. Skin dose LUTs were posted in all imaging suites, and two surveys reported user feedback. Radiology technologists indicated that LUTs improved user dose awareness. Twelve of 14 physician respondents indicated an understanding that entrance skin dose is not equal to the displayed air kerma. Our efforts focused on educating fluoroscopy users about differences between displayed air kerma and the entrance skin dose while increasing dose awareness using an accessible and easy-to-understand tool. Skin dose LUTs provide physicians and staff an immediate reference for the maximum estimated entrance skin dose and the associated deterministic skin effects, allowing appropriate patient management.